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Abstract: Despite superior specific mechanical characteristics of carbon-fiber-reinforced polymers
(CFRPs), a lack of understanding of their fracture mechanisms under different impact conditions has
limited the application of CFRP energy-absorbing structures. To avoid complex and expensive tests
on the final structure, it is more convenient to test flat elements. To prevent catastrophic crushing
due to the global buckling, flat specimens must be supported by a specific fixture. Previously
developed fixtures had shortcomings like tearing of the specimen, jamming of the fixture, short
crushable length, or they were specifically designed only for one failure mode. This newly designed
fixture overcomes the limitations of previously published solutions. The final configuration includes
cylindrical anti-buckling columns 10 mm in diameter and spaced 65 mm apart with adjustable heights.
The fixture is designed for rectangular specimens with dimensions of 150 × 100 mm and different
thicknesses up to 16 mm, like the ones mandated by the ASTM D7137 standard test method for
compression after impact analysis. Other features of this new fixture are the possibility to study the
effects of different defects on the crashworthiness of composites, higher crushing area, and integration
with Instron drop tower and hydraulic testing machines.

Keywords: crashworthiness; fiber-reinforced composites; anti-buckling fixture; crushing; specific
energy absorption

1. Introduction

Many studies have proven that composite materials have higher specific energy absorption (SEA)
characteristics compared to their metallic alternatives [1]. However, a lack of understanding of their
responses under various conditions and energy absorption mechanisms has hindered exploiting their
full potential. Having a standard experimental way of exploring the crashworthiness of composites
makes it possible to fully understand their mechanisms, define a proper mechanical material model
and get the values for the material coefficients, and compare the materials with respect to their SEA.

In 1989, Farley investigated the energy absorption capability of composite tubes and beams and
categorized four characteristic crushing modes: transverse shearing, brittle fracturing, lamina bending,
and local buckling [2]. A year after, in 1990, Hull studied progressive crushing of fiber-reinforced
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composite tubes and characterized splaying and fragmentation as energy absorption mechanisms [3]
which were respectively similar to lamina bending and brittle fracturing modes stated by Farley.

Carruthers et al. reviewed the experimental works up until 1998 and summed up the failure
modes, categorizing them into five categories: transverse shearing, brittle fracturing, lamina bending,
delamination, and local buckling [4]. These researchers stated that the actual crush of a composite is a
combination of these modes and the SEA differs depending on which mode is the most prominent.
This emphasizes the importance of having a fixture to study different modes of crushing under
diverse conditions.

Since up to this date there is no standard test method to characterize the crashworthiness of
composites, each researcher has chosen his or her own approach. Many have chosen self-supporting
geometries like cylindrical [5,6], square [7], or conical [8] tubes, with sinusoidal [9] or omega
(Ω)-shaped [10] structures also being considered. Wade [11], Palanivelu et al. [12], and other researchers
compared the various energy absorption mechanisms of the same material with different geometries,
dimensions, and triggering mechanisms. Their results proved that SEA is not an intrinsic property of
the composites and is heavily dependent on the shape and geometry of the specimen.

To avoid the complexities and expenses of the manufacturing of self-supporting specimens,
some research groups have tried to perform tests on plates. Since flat specimens, when submitted
to lateral compressive loads, tend to buckle, application of an anti-buckling fixture to support the
plates is mandatory. One of the first fixtures of this type found in literature is mentioned in the NASA
contractor report 4562 [13] developed by Lavoie and Morton. With the application of knife-edge
supports, those researchers were able to abolish the problem of the binding of the load transfer platen
and achieved sustained crushing loads over long strokes.

However, the fixture did not permit frond formation, i.e., the typical result of the progressive
failure mode, and the accumulation of debris near the crush zone caused jamming of the specimen [14].
Other research groups in universities and institutes have tried to overcome these problems and have
manufactured their own fixtures. Table 1 gives a comparison of some of these fixtures [14].

Table 1. Comparison of some of the fixtures already developed and reported in the literature [14].

Fixture Improvements Shortcomings

University of London
(1999) [15,16]

Variable specimen width
and thickness

Adjustable knife-edge supports

Local tearing of the laminate
Does not allow frond formation and

curling at the tip
Department of Energy of

the United States
(2003) [17]

Splaying failure mode
No need of triggering specimen due to

the curved contact profile

Only one failure mode
The unsupported condition does not

produce reasonable results

Engenuity (2005) [11]

Plate thickness can vary between 1.2
and 10 mm

Reduced friction by Delrin sliders
Stable crushing, both QS and dynamic

Fully constraint specimen
Requires extensive calibration
Might jam due to large fronds

and debris

University of Washington
(2009) [14]

Adjustable unsupported height with
knife-edge supports

Allows studying the effects of
various parameters

Tearing at the edges
Half scale specimen (76 × 51 mm)
Upper plate specially designed for

2 mm thick specimen

This again emphasizes the importance of having a fixture capable of performing standardized
tests under both quasi-static and dynamic conditions with reliable and reproducible results replicating
the crush modes happening in a real component. Further, the test results obtained with a standardized
fixture can be used to calibrate material card parameters in numerical investigations, which can then
be used to predict component level damage as was done by [18].

All these aspects were considered during the fixture design process to create a fixture with reliable
and reproducible results for future standardized tests of the crashworthiness of composite plates.
To be in accordance with the already active standards for damage resistance and compressive residual
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strength measurement of composite flat plates, this fixture was designed to support specimens with
the same dimensions of 150 × 100 mm. The position of supporting columns could be changed to
study various unsupported heights and how they affect the crushing of the specimens. Cylindrical
columns with a 10 mm diameter were used to avoid tearing of the test elements. The gap between the
supporting plates allows the use of a high-speed camera and the observation of the energy absorption
mechanism and crack propagations while crushing the elements. This new design allows up to 50 mm
of material to be crushed without jamming due to the fronds and debris. Having this large crushable
length allows researchers to study higher impact energies and crushing mechanisms far from triggers
used for the initiation of the steady crushing.

Since the early days of the crashworthiness evaluation of composite structures, it was observed
that the correct trigger mechanism is mandatory to initiate the progressive crush and maximize energy
absorption [19]. Some researchers have used external triggers like chamfers in the fixtures [17,20] or
metallic plugs [21], while others have studied internal triggers like less stiff and different stacking layers
of fibers in the crush front [6,22] or different geometries such as steeple or chamfer [23], v-shaped [24],
sawtooth [14], or other geometries. It was reported that sawtooth triggers allow the symmetric
progressive crushing of the flat specimens with both splaying of the outer layers and fragmentation of
the inner ones [14]. Thus, this trigger mechanism was chosen for the current research study.

In this study, with the help of simulations done with Altair HyperWorks for design and optimization
purposes, a newly developed anti-buckling fixture was manufactured. Experimental tests were used to
study the robustness of this new fixture. The results of experimental tests allow a better understanding
of the different failure modes and identify the parameters needed for the mathematical criteria used to
describe the related crashworthiness of composite plates. Different testing conditions were designed to
carry out a comprehensive study assessing the repeatability of the tests and the reliability of the results.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Fixture Design

Instron drop tower testing apparatus was selected since it has already been used for
numerous standards, such as those of ASTM (West Conshohocken, Pennsylvania, United States),
ISO (Geneva, Switzerland), Boeing (Chicago, Illinois, United States), and Airbus (Leiden, Netherlands),
to assess high-speed puncture, damage resistance, post-impact compressive strength, and other
properties of composite materials [25]. The Instron 9450 drop tower, capable of delivering 0.59–1800 J
of impact energy, equipped with 222 kN strain gauge load cell striker and an acquisition system with
a sampling frequency of 1 MHz was used for the experimental analysis. The cylindrical striker hits
the top plate of the fixture in the center, transferring the impact energy to the supported composite
specimen, and measures the resistive force of the flat element being crushed.

The newly designed fixture included a base plate, four anti-buckling columns, a top plate,
four guide columns, and four lateral supports fastened onto two support plates that held the specimen
in its place, as seen in Figure 1. The two support plates could be translated laterally using a screw
mechanism to ensure that the specimen was held in place. Four rubber inserts were added on the top of
these two plates, two on each plate, that could absorb any residual energy not propagated away from
the fixture by the crushing of the specimen to avoid permanent damage to the fixture. Finite element
analysis (FEA) investigation using HyperWorks Suite was conducted to aid the design process for
the fixture.
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of the fixture in coping with specimens made of different thicknesses and materials. The final design 
was a fixture suitable to conduct in-plane compression testing on composite plates made of a variety 
of materials with thickness up to 16 mm. Composite specimens with dimensions up to 100 × 150 mm 
could be tested, and provisions were made to allow smaller sized plates to be tested at up to 1850 J 
with unsupported heights up to 50 mm. Within the HyperWorks Suite, HyperMesh was used for 
preprocessing, HyperGraph and HyperView were used for post-processing, and Radioss was used 
as a solver. CFRP flat plates were modeled for the investigation due to the availability of material 
characterization data for the same. 

The simulation model, as shown in Figure 2, was constructed. It was simplified as compared to 
the fixture seen in Figure 1 to reduce the effect of contact modeling on the results. As a result of the 
simplification, most constraints such as lateral supports and support plates were replaced with 
different boundary conditions and rigid body elements depending on the test being performed. The 
boundary conditions and rigid bodies used are defined in the subsequent sections, as they were 
dependent on the load case being analyzed. 

 

 

Figure 1. Image of the newly developed fixture with the carbon-fiber-reinforced flat specimen.

2.1.1. Design Using FEA

In the design process, the fixture needed to be sufficiently robust to handle the maximum
energy level of the drop tower, and the top plate was optimized for the same reason. The effects of
different diameters and distances between anti-buckling columns were assessed by means of numerical
simulation to arrive at their optimum values. After the design was finalized, a carbon-fiber-reinforced
polymer (CFRP) plate 15 mm thick was tested, once again, using simulations to study the robustness of
the fixture in coping with specimens made of different thicknesses and materials. The final design was
a fixture suitable to conduct in-plane compression testing on composite plates made of a variety of
materials with thickness up to 16 mm. Composite specimens with dimensions up to 100 × 150 mm
could be tested, and provisions were made to allow smaller sized plates to be tested at up to 1850 J
with unsupported heights up to 50 mm. Within the HyperWorks Suite, HyperMesh was used for
preprocessing, HyperGraph and HyperView were used for post-processing, and Radioss was used
as a solver. CFRP flat plates were modeled for the investigation due to the availability of material
characterization data for the same.

The simulation model, as shown in Figure 2, was constructed. It was simplified as compared to
the fixture seen in Figure 1 to reduce the effect of contact modeling on the results. As a result of the
simplification, most constraints such as lateral supports and support plates were replaced with different
boundary conditions and rigid body elements depending on the test being performed. The boundary
conditions and rigid bodies used are defined in the subsequent sections, as they were dependent on
the load case being analyzed.
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The numerical fixture model constituted a composite flat plate that stood on a steel base. It was
laterally supported by four steel anti-buckling columns and impacted by a steel plate. The composite
material was modeled using Law 25′s CRASURV formulation of the RADIOSS material model library,
which modeled orthotropic behavior as elastic until yield and plastic (for shear) afterward. CRASURV
formulation is a more robust formulation of the Tsai–Wu criteria. It allows different hardening (for shear)
and failure parameters in all directions for tension, compression, and shear. Failure occurrence is strain-
and/or energy-based and a combination of the two could be selected. For this study, failure initiation
was modeled by a combination of the two based on which failure event occurred first. Equation (1)
shows the yield-surface equation of the CRASURV formulation, where Wp represents plastic work,
and puts in evidence how this is different from the classical Tsai–Wu formulation, wherein yield
stresses are functions of Fij factors and are not a function of Wp. No strain rate behavior was modeled
as all tests were conducted between 4–8 m/s, a range too narrow to observe any strain rate effects.

F
(
Wp, σ

)
= F1

(
Wp,1

)
σ1 + F2

(
Wp,2

)
σ2 + F11

(
Wp,1

)
σ2

1 + F22
(
Wp,2

)
σ2

2 + F44
(
Wp,12

)
σ2

12 + 2F12
(
Wp

)
σ1σ2 (1)

where F is the variable coefficients, Wp is the plastic work per unit volume, σ is the stress in the material
coordinate system, and 1, 2 are the principal directions.

Table 2 reports material information about the used carbon-fiber-reinforced epoxy material,
properties of which were obtained from characterization tests undertaken according to ASTM standards
D3039 (tensile), D0790 (flexural), D3518 (shear), and D3410 (compression). The energy failure value
and compressive and shear residual stresses were obtained by the use of an optimization technique
developed by Garg et al. [26]. The energy failure value is the Wp described in Equation (1) and is one
of the failure criteria available as part of the CRASURV model that retains the integrity of the element
until the element absorbs energy equal to the failure value, after which softening takes place until
the compressive and shear residual stress values shown in Table 2. As a macroscale model was used
that modeled the composite plate with stacked shell elements only, to obtain computational efficiency,
strain energy release rate (SERR) was not used, as SERR is typically used for mesoscale models where
the interface is modeled. The tested CFRP material plate was composed of four plies made of 2 × 2
woven fabric material. The layup of the plies was [0 90 0 90]. The thickness of each ply was 0.64 mm,
thereby resulting in a laminate 2.54 mm thick. Properties in 1 and 2 directions were assumed equal as
the material was quasi-isotropic.

Table 2. Material properties of carbon-fiber-reinforced epoxy specimen.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Density 1.56 g/cm3 Shear Yield Strength 10 MPa
Young’s Modulus 70 GPa Ult. Shear Strength 65 MPa

Poisson’s Ratio 0.075 Failure Strain 0.018084
Shear Modulus 4 GPa Energy Failure Value 0.0846 J/mm3

Ult. Tensile Strength 911 MPa Compressive Residual Stress 132 MPa
Ult. Compressive Strength 334 MPa Shear Residual Stress 34 MPa

Steel components were modeled using the Johnson–Cook elastoplastic material model.
An elastoplastic model was used because the top plate needed to be optimized for thickness to
ensure there was no plasticity upon impact. After optimization of the top plate, the same material
model for the top plate was used for the entire analysis as the optimization resulted in a top plate
that only deformed in an elastic manner. C40 steel parameters were obtained from the Total Materia
database [27] and are reported in Table 3.
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Table 3. Material properties of C40 steel [27].

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Density 7.85 g/cm3 Hardening Parameter 0.7
Young’s Modulus 202 GPa Hardening Exponent 0.4

Poisson’s Ratio 0.3 Failure Plastic Strain 0.16
Yield Stress 230 MPa Maximum Stress 560 MPa

Anti-buckling supports were modeled with a 1 mm element size to capture the curvature and
were modeled as rigid bodies for all simulations to enable the respective elements belonging to the
rigid bodies to deform synchronously. The boundary condition applied to the supports prevented
them from any translational or rotational degrees of freedom (DoFs). The top and bottom plates were
modeled with a 5 mm element size and were modeled as rigid bodies. An exception was the case
where optimization was performed on the top plate to determine its appropriate thickness. In this case,
the top plate was not modeled with a rigid body element, thereby permitting the elements to deform
nonsynchronously. After optimizing the top plate and ensuring that the deformations were purely
elastic, rigid body elements were introduced for the subsequent runs. Boundary conditions applied to
the bottom plate were similar to those for the supports, thereby not allowing it to translate or rotate in
any direction, resulting in zero DoFs. The top plate was only allowed to translate in the y-direction to
permit crushing. Again, the exception was the optimization of the top plate thickness case, wherein
no boundary conditions were applied for the same, thereby allowing all DoFs. All components
were modeled with fully integrated Batoz shell elements. A 4 mm element size was adopted for the
composite specimen, which was considered optimal, considering the tradeoff between accuracy and
efficiency, based on previous studies conducted on the crashworthiness of composite materials that
recommended an element size between 3 and 5 mm [6,18,28]. Additionally, a 4 mm element size
enabled scaling up of the methodology to component testing without a significant increase in simulation
run time, as the time step is dependent on the element size for explicit integration used. Property
type 11 was used to model the thickness and orientation of each ply of the laminate. No boundary
conditions were applied to the specimen. The final models consisted of approximately 12,500 elements
and 6800 DoFs. Contact models are listed in Figure 2, together with the assumed values for friction
coefficients obtained from the literature [29–31]. Thickness changes in the components were taken into
account while calculating the stiffnesses between the components in modeling the contact. Of the four
available options, the stiffness formulation shown in equation 2 was selected due to its robustness.
Minimum stiffness of 1 kN/mm was used to eliminate the possibility of a “too soft” contact. Master and
slave stiffnesses were calculated from equations 3 and 4, respectively. No maximum stiffness was
inputted. No contact was modeled between the supports and the top plate as they were never in
contact with one another.

K = max[Stmin, min(Stmax, K0)] (2)

K0 = min(Km, Ks) (3)

Km = Stfac∗0.5 ∗ Em ∗ tm (4)

Ks = Stfac∗Es ∗ ts (5)

where K and K0 are the respective stiffnesses, Stmin is the minimum stiffness, Stmax is the maximum
stiffness, Stfac is a numerical stiffness factor that can be used to scale the stiffness, E is the Young’s
modulus, t is the thickness, and s and m are slave and master elements, respectively.

2.1.2. Identification of the Thickness of the Top Plate

The top plate was initially designed to be 10 mm thick. However, when impacted with an energy
of 1850 J using an impact mass of 145 kg and impact velocity of 5 m/s, plastic strains were observed
at the point of impact and around the edges of the inserts for the anti-buckling supports, while a
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full elastic situation was desired. Although the drop tower used was only capable of delivering
1800 J of energy, the numerical analysis was conducted with 1850 J to allow a safety buffer of 50 J.
The plate thickness was increased in increments of 5 mm until the deformations were completely
within the elastic range. Plastic strains were still observed in two corners and in the middle of the plate
when the thickness was increased to 20 mm. No plasticity was observed at 25 mm thickness; hence,
the top plate was designed to be 30 mm thick, allowing 5 mm as a margin of safety justified by the
plausible difference between the actual material properties and the ones used for the numerical model,
which were obtained from an online database. Figure 3 shows the difference in the wideness of the
plastic areas between the 10, 20, and 30 mm thick plates. The thickness of the bottom plate was fixed
at 15 mm, and no plastic strains were observed as the specimen absorbed the impact energy. Hence,
it was not necessary to optimize the thickness of the bottom plate.
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2.1.3. Identification of Optimum Diameter, Spacing, and Unsupported Height of the
Anti-buckling Columns

Three different geometrical parameters were considered in sequence for the design of the
anti-buckling supports: column diameter, column spacing, and unsupported height. The investigation
was conducted with a 550 J impact with a 22 kg top plate impacting at 7 m/s.

In order to assess the effect of the change in diameter of the anti-buckling columns on the
deformation and impact behavior and arrive at the optimum value for the diameter, three different
values were investigated: 5, 10, and 20 mm. As seen from Figure 4, a 20 mm diameter led to slight
fronding on top and local buckling at the base with an extension of 30 mm along the length of the
composite plate. The 5 mm diameter supports led to local buckling with an extension of 40 mm
along the length of the composite plate, although no damage was observed at the top. The 10 mm
diameter supports did not cause any damage on top and led to slight local buckling (as observed
by the lighter shade of the elements) with an extension of 25 mm along the length of the specimen.
Thicker 20 mm supports impeded fronding at the bottom and led to non-progressive damage at the
bottom, which could have caused slight fronding to initiate at the top of the specimen. Thin 5 mm
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diameter supports did not offer enough lateral support against vibrations caused by the impact,
which led to an increase in buckling when compared to that observed using 10 mm supports. Hence,
10 mm thick supports provided the best solution. Moreover, a 10 mm diameter allowed space for
threaded inserts to be added, which were used to change the unsupported height. Unsupported height
is the length of the specimen that is not held in place by the anti-buckling supports, effectively causing
the supports to not touch the base plate.
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To assess the effects of distance between the anti-buckling columns on the deformation and impact
behavior, three different distances, measured as the distance between the central axes of the supports,
were investigated: 50, 65, and 80 mm. A 50 mm gap between the supports led to multiple local
bucklings, possibly because the specimen became overconstrained in the center, whilst an 80 mm gap
led to damage from the top, as seen in Figure 5. A large unsupported area on the top when the distance
was 80 mm led to damage initiating from the top until the impact wave reached the bottom, causing
the specimen to start crushing progressively. A 65 mm gap neither caused damage on the top nor
multiple bucklings and was, therefore, selected as the final design distance. Additionally, provision
was left in the final design to allow for a third anti-buckling column in case the buckling in the center
was too high for some materials.

It has been reported in the literature that different unsupported heights lead to different
impact behavior [11,14,24]; therefore, a provision to modify the unsupported height was added.
Upon investigation, it was discovered, through simulations, that a 10 mm unsupported height led
to a stable crush. A 5 mm unsupported height resulted in the fronds interacting with the supports
as there was not enough distance for fronds to propagate away from the specimen, which led to a
higher force. The 20 and 35 mm heights led to significant buckling as the unsupported height was
too great, resulting in a lower force being registered as shown in Figure 6. Force registered for 30 mm
unsupported height was generally lower than that for 20 mm unsupported height, showing a greater
influence of buckling. The heights were modified by translating the supports in the y-direction.
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Finally, the thickness of the CFRP specimen was increased to 15.36 mm (24 ply thick CFRP
laminate) to determine whether an 1850 J impact using a 145 kg impactor falling at 5 m/s would be able
to initiate failure using the designed fixture. As shown in Figure 7, fronding was observed at 2 ms,
which was followed by fragmentation. Owing to the greater thickness of the specimen, all the impact
energy was absorbed within 15 mm of displacement. This suggested that laminates as thick as 16 mm
with energy absorption capabilities lower than CFRP, for example GFRP, could also be tested using
the designed fixture as the maximum allowable stroke distance was 50 mm. After a displacement of
50 mm, rubber inserts caused the impactor to bounce back and avoid possible damage to the entire
fixture due to high unabsorbed energies.

After considering all these aspects, the fixture was designed and manufactured; the manufactured
fixture is shown in Figure 8.
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2.2. Experimental Refinement of the Design

The preliminary results proved the functionality of the fixture in accordance with the design and
simulation results. As discussed in the introduction, two of the common drawbacks of the previously
developed fixtures are tearing of the specimen and jamming of the fixture. However, it was observed
that the circular anti-buckling columns with 10 mm diameters and 65 mm distance from each other were
able to support the specimen without causing tearing. The 10 mm gap between the support and bottom
plates provided the necessary space for the crushed parts to curve up freely and avoided jamming
the fixture. Moreover, the high-speed camera from the side angle proved the success of the trigger in
initiating the steady crushing of the composite element, and no buckling was recorded, which verified
the functionality of the new anti-buckling fixture. Finally, no permanent plastic deformation was
observed on the 30 mm thick steel top plate, which was aligned with the simulation results.
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After gaining confidence in the applicability of the fixture, two kinds of materials were used for
this initial study: glass-fiber-reinforced epoxy laminate made of 0◦/90◦ fabrics according to the NEMA
LI-1 standard [32] with a total thickness of 3 mm and GG630T-37 [33] carbon-fiber-reinforced epoxy
laminate with a thickness of 2.5 mm made of high strength 2 × 2 carbon fabric twill. Table 4 reports the
mechanical properties of the two composite materials, according to the supplier datasheets. Effects of
unsupported height, impact mass, velocity, and energy were studied on these materials.

Table 4. Mechanical characteristics of the specimens according to the supplier data sheets.

NEMA FR4 Glass Fiber Composite [32] GG630T-37 Carbon Fiber Laminate [33]

Density 2.07 kg/dm3 1.56 kg/dm3

Elastic modulus 24 GPa (ISO 178) 60 ± 2.21 GPa (ASTM D3039)
Tensile strength 300 MPa (ISO 527) 946 ± 37.36 MPa (ASTM D3039)

Flexural strength 500 MPa (ISO 178) 624 ± 48.05 MPa (ASTM D0790)
Compressive strength 350 MPa (ISO 604) 325 ± 13.03 MPa (ASTM D3410)

Specimens were 150 × 100 mm flat plates with sawtooth triggers of 5 mm depth (Figure 9). First,
the effects of the unsupported height were studied to see the different responses of the specimens at 35,
20, 10, and 5 mm. Due to the relative scarcity of the CFRP specimens, only glass fiber ones were used
in this stage. Then, the effect of the impact mass and impact velocity were studied on both glass and
carbon fiber specimens.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 19 
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In the literature, energy-absorbing capabilities are reported by various methods such as peak
load and the mean crush force after that, crush force efficiency (which is the relation between these
two forces), and SEA. Since in this fixture the metallic plate on top of the specimen is impacted by
the metallic impactor of the drop tower, all tests show a huge initial peak and then a force drop to
zero. This is because the contact between the impactor load cell and the upper plate is lost for some
milliseconds due to the inertia. Therefore, peak forces and crush force efficiency are not used as energy
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absorption indicators in this paper and only SEA values are reported. Figure 10 illustrates these areas
on the typical force–displacement curve obtained from experiments using this anti-buckling fixture
and also shows the crushed specimen from two visual angles.
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To calculate the SEA, the following formula was used:

SEA =
Eab
ρAδ

=

∫
Fdx
ρAδ

(6)

where Eab is the absorbed energy, F is the force, ρ is the material density, A is the cross-sectional area,
and δ is the length of the crushed part. The stable part of the force–displacement curve, which after
several trials was identified to lie between 0.4 and 0.9 of the final displacement, was used to calculate
SEA. In this way, both the initial and final perturbations of the graph, which are consequences other
than material failure, were neglected and only the progressive crush area was considered. Absorbed
energy, Eab, is calculated by performing trapezoidal numerical integration of force–displacement data
in this part of the curve, and δ is the total length of this section in force–displacement curve.

3. Results and Discussion

In this section, the results of the first experimental campaign are reported in order to analyze
the influence of some relevant parameters and to confirm the operability of the constructed testing
apparatus. In particular, the influences of the unsupported height, the impact mass, and the impact
velocity are considered.

3.1. Influence of Unsupported Height

For experimental validation of the unsupported height effects on the crash response of the
specimen, tests with four different free heights, namely 5, 10, 20, and 35 mm, were performed on glass
fiber specimens. Figure 11 shows snapshots of specimens under impact in each of the four conditions.
In the extreme case of 35 mm of unsupported height, huge plate bending appears and the specimen
crush failure is far from the expected one. In the case of 20 mm of unsupported height, the resulting
dominant failure modes are delamination and splaying, which are not as effective as fragmentation in
energy absorption [2,3].

With 10 mm of free height, we see the mixed mode of crushing, i.e., splaying of the outer
layers and fragmentation of the inner ones; this is the expected failure mode. Finally, in the case
of 5 mm unsupported height, the specimen is overly constrained by the fixture such that splaying
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and delamination are not observed. Figure 12 includes two diagrams. The first diagram reports the
force–displacement curves obtained during the tests with the four considered different values of the
unsupported heights. While the first parts of the four curves are nearly superimposed, differences
can be noticed. The curve obtained for the case of 10 mm shows a more stable behavior, indicating a
more stable crush process. Similar force–displacement trends were observed in the numerical results
(Figure 6), which certifies the reliability of both experimental and modeling approaches.
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and (d) 35 mm where specimen is hugely bended and asymmetrical breakages takes place.
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The second diagram reports the values of SEA as a function of the considered variables. The 10 mm
solution is characterized by a high value of SEA and a small spread. Meanwhile, the results for 20 mm
and, much more, for 35 mm are characterized by lower values of SEA (meaning that the developed
failure mode is not the right one) and higher values of spread (indicating higher uncertainty in the
obtained values). Both diagrams prove the effects of unsupported height on the energy absorption of the
specimens. Similar trends were also observed in the past by researchers who found that, in particular,
even if an over-constrained specimen leads to higher energy absorption capabilities [11,14], it results in
a failure mode that is not representative of the reality, i.e., of the failure mode exhibited by real parts
during impact. Since 10 mm free height allows the occurrence of the main absorption mechanisms
characterized by Farley and Hull [2,3] during the tests, keeping the cylindrical supporting bars at
10 mm distance from the base was deemed appropriate.

3.2. Influence of Impact Mass

To investigate the effects of the impact mass on specimens’ responses, two sets of experiments
were designed. First, at the constant impact energy of 550 J, the impact mass was increased from
34 to 50 kg and then to 70 kg. This resulted in decreasing the falling height and consequently the
impact velocity from 5.65 to 4.69 m/s and then down to 3.95 m/s. In the second set of the experiments,
the falling height, and consequently the impact velocity, was kept constant, and the impact mass
was increased from 34 to 70 kg, which meant an increment of the impact energy from 375 to 770 J.
These tests were performed on both glass and carbon fiber specimens; Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the
obtained results.
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As can be seen in these figures and in Table 5, the value of the impact mass affects the curve trend,
which becomes more stable with a higher value of the impacting mass, but does not affect the mean
value of the force (i.e., the energy absorption capabilities).

Table 5. Specific energy absorption calculated for tests with different impact masses.

Material Impact Mass (kg) SEA (kJ/kg) Standard Deviation (kJ/kg)

NEMA FR4 glass fiber composite [32]
34 50.892 4.02
50 48.905 2.61
70 50.663 1.85

GG630T-37 carbon fiber laminate [33]
34 45.537 1.30
50 45.706 2.18
70 45.945 2.96

3.3. Influence of Impact Velocity

The third studied parameter was the effects of impact velocity on the specimen responses. Here as
well, two sets of experiments were designed. First, by maintaining the impact energy at 550 J, the impact
velocity was increased from 3.95 to 4.69 m/s and then to 5.65 m/s by decreasing the impact mass from
70 to 50 kg and then to 34 kg. In the second case, the impactor mass was kept 70 kg and impact velocity
was increased from 3.96 to 4.69 m/s and then to 5.34 m/s. Figure 15 illustrates the representative
force–displacement curves obtained for glass-fiber-reinforced specimens.
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Figure 15. Effect of impact velocity on glass-fiber-reinforced epoxies: (a) force–displacement curves for
tests at 550 J of impact energy; (b) force–displacement curves for tests with impact mass of 70 kg.

While the curves of Figure 15a show a trend similar to the one already noted in Figure 13a,
the curves of Figure 15b are nearly superimposed and have good trend stability. This means that,
for the particular considered material, the impact energy does not affect the crushing mechanism,
while the use of a 70 kg falling mass leads to a more stable progressive trend in the failure evolution.
Figure 16 shows the companion results obtained from testing GG630T-37 carbon fiber flat laminates at
different velocities. In one set of tests, the impact mass was 50 kg; in the other set, it was 70 kg. Here as
well, the obtained force data are similar for different velocities, and only the crushed length increases
due to the higher impact energy.

Figures 15 and 16 illustratively and Table 6 quantitatively demonstrate that, in the range of impact
velocities and masses that were examined, impact velocity, similar to impact mass, does not affect the
SEA capabilities of the composite material. This was reported in the literature by other researchers as
well [34], which supports the reliability of the results obtained from the novel fixture.
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Figure 16. Effect of impact velocity on carbon-fiber-reinforced epoxies: (a) force–displacement curves
for tests with impact mass of 50 kg; (b) force–displacement curves for tests with impact mass of 70 kg.

Table 6. Specific energy absorption calculated for tests at different impact velocities.

Material Impact Velocity (m/s) SEA (kJ/kg) Standard Deviation (kJ/kg)

NEMA FR4 glass fiber composite [32]
3.96 51.316 0.79
4.69 50.729 3.52
5.34 49.679 2.80

GG630T-37 carbon fiber laminate [33]
4.69 46.207 3.08
5.29 45.350 2.46
5.83 45.002 1.83

4. Conclusions

In the present study, a new anti-buckling fixture developed for in-plane impact tests has been
presented. To prevent catastrophic crushing due to the global bucking, flat specimens must be
supported by a specific fixture. The newly designed fixture has to solve all the shortcomings that
characterize the previously published solutions; in particular, it must have adjustable support length
for specimens with various thickness, allow the frond formation, avoid the tearing failure at the
impacted edge, and allow the removal of the debris from the crushing side. Numerical simulation
was used to design and develop a fixture specifically devoted to lateral impact testing of laminate,
aimed at material characterization. The designed fixture can be fully integrated with Instron drop
tower testing machines and can be used to conduct crashworthiness tests up to 1850 J on composite
flat-plate specimens measuring up to 100 × 150 × 16 mm.

As a part of the numerical simulations, optimization was conducted on different design parameters.
At first, the top plate was analyzed to set its thickness in order to avoid plastic deformation at high
energy levels. A 30 mm thick steel plate only undergoes elastic deformation under the maximum
impact energy. Further studies were conducted to determine the optimum diameter of and distance
between anti-buckling columns. Column diameter of 10 mm and spacing of 65 mm allow progressive
damage initiation from the bottom without significant local buckling. Moreover, the effect of different
unsupported heights, as reported in previously published studies, was also discovered in numerical
simulations and was confirmed through experiments conducted on GFRP plates. A 10 mm unsupported
height avoids buckling of the specimen, whilst allowing fronds resulting from progressive crushing
to propagate freely without interactions with fixture components, thereby providing results that are
purely a function of material properties and specimen geometry.

Experimental tests with CFRP and GFRP plates were conducted on this new fixture to assess the
influence of unsupported height, impact mass, and velocity on the obtained force–displacement results.
It was observed that with the same impact energy, changing the impact mass or velocity does not affect
the mean force or specific energy absorption of the specimen. Only in the case of lower masses were
more oscillations noted in the force–displacement curves. Experimental results showed that the newly
designed fixture has the following features:
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• It is able to initiate progressive crushing, allowing multiple failure modes without any influence
of its components on the results or jamming due to fronds or debris;

• It allows testing with various unsupported heights of up to 50 mm;
• It permits testing without the need for extensive calibration on standardized specimens of

dimensions permitted according to CAI standard (ASTM D7137 and D7136);
• It is robust for energies up to 1850 J and fully integrable with the Instron drop tower testing

apparatus that is widely used in academic and industrial institutions.

This fixture exhibits these features all whilst producing reliable and repeatable results. The fixture
has the potential to standardize crashworthiness testing on composite materials, allowing faster
integration of these materials into primary crash components. Subsequent studies will be conducted to
test the possibility of using results obtained to fine-tune material parameters in numerical simulations
to predict component level damage.
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